2020 has been an unprecedented year for all of us. As the holiday season approaches, we need some aloha from you to help us support local businesses. CRDG has collaborated with two other local businesses, Kilo Books Hawai‘i and Indi-Genius Minds, to present this one-of-kind Mele Math Box.

In the Mele Math Box, you will find three math learning activities, all from Hawai‘i creators:

- **Who Has More? The Great Flood** and activity sheets

  This new book and accompanying activity sheets, written by three UH Mānoa faculty members in mathematics education, teaches keiki about the concept of volume through a fun and engaging story.

- **Kilo Ua Rain Field Guide** and activity sheets

  Kilo Ua walks families through the process of observing, experiencing, and forecasting rain and weather events. Using this educational tool, you and your keiki can work together to document your observations and make predictions.
Measuring Me, Measuring We kit

Keiki learn how to use their own unique body as the ultimate tool to measure things in their community and environment.

Mele Math Box ($50) is a great holiday present for our keiki. One box can turn into three presents! The best thing is that if you preorder the box between November 1 and December 1, you will receive a 20% discount. (Use code mele20UH.) Find more information at crdg.hawaii.edu/products/mele-math-box

Boxes can be shipped, or you can choose to pick them up.

Box pick up date and location
December 16–20 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

CRDG Marketing and Publication Service Office (Map)
1776 University Avenue, CMA 101
Honolulu, HI 96822
Phone: 800-799-8111 or 808-956-4969

Please note that we offer a special shipping rate for the Mele Math Box only. If you decide to purchase the box with other publications, please put the Mele Math Box in a separate order and check out separately. Thank you for your cooperation.